
Easter Paste Eggs 



Making paste eggs;

Make hard boiled eggs in water with onion skins.  This give the eggs 
a brown mottled appearance.  

You can then decorate your eggs with paint.  This gives  each egg its 
own identity.   

Can you pick it up?

Can you feel the egg?

Does the egg feel hot or cold? 

Can you pass it?



Games with your paste eggs 

• You can play the traditional game of paste egg rolling.  This is where 
you sit apart, facing each other and roll the eggs towards each other.  
If the eggs don’t crash, roll again.  If the eggs do crash into each other, 
the one with the least amount of damage goes through to the next 
round.   

• This continues on until the last two are facing each other.  The winner 
is the one from this round with the least amount of damage to their 
paste egg.   



Find the Easter eggs

Using your hard boiled decorated eggs hide them or leave a trail to 
follow, in your living room, or in your garden.  

Can you find the eggs?  

Can you pick them up and put them into                                                       
a basket?  

Can you see any more eggs lying around?



Ice EggsIce EggsIce EggsIce Eggs
Make ice eggs using;
balloons  (round shaped probably work best)
water (tap)
freezer                                                                                                                      

Food colouring (optional)

Toy (optional)

Scissors   

Method:  

• Stretch the balloon opening as wide as you can without it splitting 

and pop in treasure – a toy.. (that won’t damage in the freezer) 

• Fill the balloons with a small amount of water,  (100ml) to make them goose egg size.   

• Add food colouring if you want to. 

• Tie a knot to seal them

• Put them in the freezer



• Once the eggs have frozen  (24hours) use scissors to cut off the knot.  
You should be able to peel the balloon off the frozen egg

• Have fun with your frozen egg

How does it feel?  

Is it hot or cold?  

Can you smash it to retrieve the treasure inside?

Can you feel it melt?  
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